
High Speed Signaling 
Oh Yuan Chapter 1 
Hall, Hall, McCall Chapter 2 
 
Overview 
In this lesson we will 

 Identify some of the issues associated with high-speed digital signaling and signal 
quality. 

 Examine the high-speed signaling environment relative to the PCB. 
 Analyze and model the signaling environment. 
 Identify signal path termination schemes to mitigate signal quality / integrity issues. 
 Introduce and examine the differential signaling environment. 
 Introduce some of the signal integrity vocabulary and metrics. 
 Introduce and discuss the eye diagram as a tool for examining signal quality. 
 Identify the strengths, weaknesses and concerns with several common layout 

topologies. 
 

Introduction 
Contemporary designs characterized by 

Increasing data rates 
More complex systems 
Greater functionality 
Distributed systems and signaling 

 
Inter and intra system data links and signaling 

Rapidly moving from MHz to GHz  
Such rates 

Placing increasing demands on integrity of signals 
 
At same time physical world  

Placing greater and greater challenges  
On and to designer’s ability to ensure signal quality 

 
High speed digital design emphasizes behaviour of passive circuit elements 

Examines how passive circuit elements 
• Affect signal propagation 

Ringing and reflection 
• Interaction between signals 

Crosstalk 
• Interactions with the physical world 

Electromagnetic interference 
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In high-speed designs 
Physical and mechanical design 

Can affect signal quality  
 
High-speed digital systems must consider both time and frequency domains 

 At low frequencies 
Ordinary wire will effectively short two circuits 

 At high frequencies 
Same wire has much to much inductance to function as short 

 
If one plots basic electrical parameters on log scale 

Few remain constant for more than 10 to 20 decades 
For every electrical parameter 

Must consider range over which it is valid 
 

Changes 
As move up in frequencies 

Ground wire measuring 0.01 Ω at 1 KHz  
Measures 1.0 Ω at 1 GHz 
Acquires 50 Ω of inductive resistance 

Due to skin effect 
 
Examining such systems in context of real-world 

Will provide introduction to  
 

 Concept of signal integrity 
Attempt to quantify notion of signal quality or integrity  
Learn why it is important 

 
 Potential problems  

In design and development of modern high speed digital systems 
Leading to loss of signal quality 

 
 Possible root causes of such problems 

 
 Potential tools and solutions 

Such approaches cannot guarantee to eliminate all signal integrity issues 
Goal is to try to reduce root causes 

Mitigate their effects 
Design and implementation  

Cannot be confined to complete vacuum 
With no physical world effects on operation 
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Design process 
Often very intuitive and creative process 
Developing intuitive feel for what can affect signal quality 

Critically important to achieving quality product 
In shortest time 

 
All engineers in involved with product 

Should understand how they influence product performance 
 

Goal in following material  
Identify  

Design challenges in modern high speed digital system design 
Potential sources of such challenges 
Things to avoid during design process 

Provide 
Vocabulary associated with the area 
Knowledge of  

When and where problems might occur  
When to seek additional expertise 

 
Cannot cover topic in significant depth 

At detailed level topic requires 
Solid knowledge of fundamental physics and electrical engineering concepts 

 Numerous volumes written on topic  
Could easily expand to 1-2 full quarters 
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The Problem 
In earlier days of 10-20 MHz clock frequencies and 5-10 ns rise and fall times 

Major challenges 
How to physically route signals on two layer printed circuit board (PCB) 

 
Electrical properties of interconnects not important 
Parasitic effect of real-world on digital system negligible  
 
No need to be concerned about quality of signals 

Noise problems related to crosstalk and power supply noise 
Addressed on case by case basis 

 
Compounding problem during early days  

Physics of noise poorly understood 
Knowledge of effects of high frequency well understood in microwave field 

Not transferred into digital world 
Digital designers 

Ignored impact of parasitics during design phase 
Limited number of tools available for accurately modeling parasitic effects 

 
 
As system clock frequencies moved into range of 100 MHz to multiple GHz 

With sub 5 ns rise and fall times 
 
Begin to see signal quality problems 
Understanding high frequency physical effects introduced by wire and interconnect 

Has become as important as silicon design itself 
 
What are signal quality problems 
 
First some common terminology describing such problems 

• Ringing 
• Jitter 
• Ground bounce 
• Reflections 
• Cross talk 
• Switching noise 
• Capacitive loading 

 
Such problems fall into 3 categories 

• Timing 
• Noise 
• Electromagnetic interference – EMI 
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In one sense source of such problems originate in interconnects 
How electrical properties of interconnects  

Interact with a signal’s voltage and current waveforms 
To affect performance 
 

Here we consider performance to be 
Ability to accurately move piece of data expressed as electrical signal 

From one place to another  
 
Interconnecting signal path in circuit called a net 

Net has electrical impedance 
 
As signal propagates over a net 

If net impedance constant 
Signal can pass undistorted 
 

If signal encounters impedance discontinuities  
• Pins 
• Line width change 
• Connector 
• Net changes – branch, tee, stub 
• End of net 
• Change in layer or via 

 
Each discontinuity 

Can cause signal to be distorted from original 
 
Impact of discontinuity depends upon rise/fall time of the signal 

As rise/fall time decreases magnitude of damage increases 
 
Most common discontinuities occur at end of trace…either 

High impedance open circuit at receiver 
 

 

 
Agilent 

Low impedance at output driver 
 
Illustrated in accompanying figure 

 
Because of effects of impedance discontinuities  

Goal - Try to keep impedance constant throughout net 
 
Implemented by doing three things 

i. Use board with constant or controlled impedance traces 
Typically transmission lines 

ii. Use routing rules enabling topology to maintain constant impedance down 
trace 

iii. Strategically place resistors to enable managing reflections 
Right had trace in figure 
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The Environment 
Today circuits and systems  

Developed at two levels 
Integrated circuit 

Microprocessor 
Programmable Logic Device 
ASIC – Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
Custom integrated circuit 

PCB – Printed Circuit Board 
 
Support different kinds of signaling 

Single-ended 
Differential 
 

 
Current analysis will focus on  

PCB 
Similar problems and solutions arise in IC design world 

Potentially more complex because geometries smaller 
Signaling  

Initially single-ended then differential 
 
Signaling Environment 

In described environment 
Identify two major classes of signaling 

• Single-ended 
Uses one wire to send signals 

From transmitter to receiver 
• Differential 

Uses two wires to send signals 
 
Spectral Power Density 

Measured in watts / Hz 
Explains how power in signal or time series 

Distributed in frequency 
Where energy or power is concentrated 

Expresses power in wave per unit frequency 
 

Knee Frequency 
For digital signal 

Spectral power density of digital signal  
Flat or some decrease upto point called knee frequency 

Above knee frequency 
Drop off much greater 
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Define knee frequency 

F
Tknee

rise
=

05.
 

Fknee - Frequency below which most of energy in digital pulse concentrated 
Trise - Pulse rise time  
 
Consider the following experiment as a first order estimate 

Page 3 in Graham and Johnson 

 
 Important time domain characteristics of any digital signal 

Determined primarily by signal's spectral power density below Fknee 

 

1001 10 1000

Fclock
Nulls appear at 

multiples of colck

20 dB / decade
Signal 

Amplitude

Frequency of input signal relatvie to colock

knee frequency

spectrum down 6.8 dB
amplitude in half

 

Keep in mind 
• Fknee is an imprecise measure of spectral content 
• We can use as a guide to classify frequency sensitive effects as 

Insignificant 
Troublesome 
Major problem 

Often good enough 
 

Such principle leads to following key points describing qualitative properties of 
digital circuits 

 
• Any circuit that has flat frequency response up to and including Fknee will 

pass a digital signal practically undistorted 
• Behaviour above Fknee will have little affect on how it processes digital 

signals 
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• Behaviour at Fknee will affect our ability to process a step edge thus a short 
rise time requires an increase in Fknee 

 
From this experiment we can deduce the following 

• The response of a circuit at high frequencies affects processing of short 
term effects like rise time 

• The response of a circuit at low frequencies affects processing of long 
term events such as a steady state pulse 

• A circuit that passes high frequency events e.g. a rising edge does not pass 
low frequency events well 

 
Can use Fknee as practical upper bound of spectral content in digital signals 

 
Let's see how non-flat frequency response below Fknee will distort signal 

Graham and Johnson page 4 
 

1 ns
5 ns 25 ns

step edge

initial edge ok

slight droop
input pulse

output pulse

 

500 pf

50 ohm
x(t)

y(t)

 
At t → ∞ … capacitor → open 

Thus see output level dropping  
For F = 20 MHz 

Pulse width → 25 ns 
 

 First look at circuit at Fknee  
 

We can estimate the reactance of the capacitor at Fknee as 
 

CCX ω
1=  

Ω=== 6.0
C
T

CF2
1X r

knee
C ππ  

 

( ) ( ) )t(X%99tX
6.050

50tY =•⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
=  

 
At such frequency capacitor acts like virtual short 

Full amplitude of leading edge comes through 
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Over 25 ns time interval - approximately 20 MHz 
Equivalent of 20MHz signal 

Over time we get a droop 
 

CFCX π2
1=  

 
Let 

F = 20 MHz 
C = 500 pf 

 
Capacitive reactance increases to an equivalent of 15 Ω 

This illustrates that the response of a circuit at high frequencies 
Affects the response at lower frequencies 

 

( ) ( ) )t(X%76tX
1550

50tY =•⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
=  

 
Observe we now have considerable droop 

 
PCB Environment 

PCB environment comprises following major pieces 
• Physical board itself 
• Modules comprising design 
• Interconnection between and amongst modules 
• Input and output connections to PCB 
 

Earlier designs viewed PCB and the interconnect and geometry as separate entities 
 
Today considered as system in own right 

Such a system treated as transmission line 
 
Greater attention must be given to  

Construction of PCB 
Interconnection 

Geometry of interconnection 
 
To ensure electrical characteristics 

Controlled and predictable 
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Transmission line structures consist of 
 Conductive traces – usually copper 

Buried in or attached to dielectric or insulating material – usually FR4 
Fiberglass material 
 

 One of more reference planes 
Ground or power 
 

Common transmission line geometries 
Structure cross sections given as 

Graham and Johnson page 140 

Parallel Lines

Twisted 
Shielded Pair

Twisted Pair
Co-axial Line

Image Line Micro Strip Line Strip Line

Reference Planes

 
 

Reference plane 
Ground 
Ground and power 

 
 
Two types of transmission line structures  

Most commonly found in contemporary high speed printed circuit digital designs 
• Microstrip  
• Stripline 

 
Both illustrated in some detail in accompanying diagram 
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Microstrip  
Most commonly used today 
Two types of microstrip 

• Buried or embedded 
Transmission line embedded in dielectric 

Still has single reference plane 
• Unburied  

Illustrated in diagram above 
Unburied more commonly used  
Routed on outside layer 

Has only single reference plane  
Gives less isolation 

Can mount all active components on top side of board 
Can radiate 
Is dispersive 

Signals at different frequencies travel at different speeds 
 
Stripline 

Routed on inside layer  
Has two reference planes 
No dispersion 
Excellent isolation between traces 
Harder to fab than strip line 
Narrows strip line widths 

 
Multilayer PCBs  

Can provide variety of microstrip and stripline structures 
 
Control of conductor and dielectric layers critical 

Crucial to ensuring predictable transmission line characteristics 
 Characteristic impedance 

Impedance looking into transmission line 
 

 Propagation velocity 
Velocity at which signal moves down transmission line 

 
Signal Propagation 

Electrical signals in conducting wires or circuit traces 
Propagate at speed dependent upon surrounding medium 

• Depends upon  
Dielectric material of PCB – typically FR4  

Material composed of fiberglass cloth with an epoxy resin binder 
Trace geometry 

• Measured in picosec per inch 
• Delay increases in proportion to square root of  

Dielectric constant of surrounding medium 
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Medium Delay (ps/in) Dielectric Const 

Air - Radio Waves 85 1 
Coax Cable 129 2.3 
PCB Outer Trace1 140-180 2.8-4.5 
PCB Inner Trace2 180 4.5 

 
1.  Determines if electric field stays within board or goes into air 
2.  Note:  Outer layer signals will always be faster than those on the inner layers 

 
 
From the diagrams and data above can make two observations 

• Consider 1 GHz signal 
1 GHz = 1 ns period = 1000 ps 
 
Hypothesize a 5 inch data bus  

Places some traces on outer layer and others on inner layer 
 
For 1 GHz signaling 

40 ps difference in propagation delay / in possible 
 

Signals starting simultaneously at point x 
Arrive at destination with potential signal skew of 5●40 ps = 200ps 

Equivalent to 20% of signaling period   
 
 
If signaling frequency increased to 10 GHz 

Signaling skew at destination equivalent to 200% of signaling period   
 

• As signal propagates down conducting path 
When signal reaches point x at time t1 

Will be potential difference at that point  
Between forward path and return 

At point y and z however 
 Potential difference will be 0 

Until signal reaches y at time t2 or z at time t4 

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

zx y

 
Such a difference produces electric field 

Between signal and return conductors along signal path 
Further when current flows through conductor 

Produces magnetic field around conductor 
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Distributed vs Lumped  
Graham and Johnson page 7 
 
If we look at  

Speed of signal with respect to propagation delay through system 
 

Find interesting phenomenon 
 
Can define property called effective length of electrical feature or characteristic 

Rising or falling edge 
 
Allows us to decide whether to use a lumped or distributed circuit model 
Effective length of feature 

 Depends upon its duration  
 Propagation delay through system 

 
Effective length heuristically defined 

l
T
D

r=  

Tr  - rise time in ps 
D - delay time in ps / in 
 

 
Consider intuitive extremes 

• Rise time >> propagation delay to destination 
All associated inputs see signal at same time 

• Rise time << propagation delay to destination 
All associated inputs see signal at different times 

 
Response of system of conductors to incoming signal 

Depends greatly upon effective length of fastest electrical feature in signal 
Conductor considered electrically long 

If physical length is large fraction of wavelength 
Consider signal 

1 ns rise time - typical for ECL 10K 
140 ps/in delay – PCB outer 
 
Compute effective length of 7.1 in 
 
4 ns rise time - typical for TTLS 
140 ps/in delay – PCB outer 
 
Compute effective length of 30 in 
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What this means is 
As signal enters trace and propagates along 

Potential not uniform along trace  
Reaction of system to incoming pulse 

Distributed along trace 
 

We see then 
Systems physically small enough to react together 

With uniform potential called lumped 
Larger systems with non-uniform potential 

Called distributed 
 

Classification into lumped vs. distributed 
Depends upon signal rise time of signals flowing through 

Not on frequency of signals 
 
Rule of thumb 

For printed circuit board traces point to point wiring etc 
Wiring shorter than 1/6 (electrical length) effective length of rising edges 

Behaves mostly in lumped fashion 
 

Shortcomings of Point to Point Wiring 
Let's now examine some of the short comings of point to point wiring 
 
Consider first 

Current and particularly tomorrow’s systems 
Mix of hardware and software 

Giving rise to field of codesign 
Must understand both 
 

Can have best software in world 
If signals cannot get from point A to point B 

Such software is of little use 
 
Signal Distortion 

Examine signal characteristics 
 
Observe two points 

• Distributed circuits will ring if unterminated 
We've already seen this 
Arises because of the inductance in the circuit 
 

• Lumped circuit may or may not ring 
Depends upon Q of circuit 

Q gives measure of how quickly signals die out 
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Assume we've designed circuit 
 Kept geometries small 
 Line lengths short 

 
 Allows us to use a lumped model 

 
 
Using series RLC circuit discussed earlier can illustrate point 

We'll use a simple lumped model as a first order approximation 
 
 

wiring
wiring and package

parasitics
 
Compute output voltage across capacitor 

Differentiate and find max value 
Evaluate solution at that point 
 

We get  

V
V

eovershoot

step

Q=
−

−

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

π

4 12

 

 
Based upon earlier solution in our first lectures 

Have decaying exponential 
Maximum overshoot given above  
 

Rule of thumb for perfect step input 
Q % Overshoot 
1 16% 
2 44% 

<0.5 None 
 

 
Calculating Q 

Recall Q given by 

Q
L

C
Rs

=  

Assume a wire wrapped system using TTL 
 
For TTL driver 

Rs =  30 Ω 
C = 15 pF (typical load) 
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Compute L as follows 
Assume round wire suspended above ground plane 

We can get such a formula from any good EE handbook 
Johnson text 
Radio engineer's handbook 

 

( )L x X
H

D
= ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

−508 10
49. ln  

H  Height of wire above ground - assume 0.3 in 
D Diameter of wire wrap wire - 0.01 in 
X Length of wire - assume 4 in for this example 
 

L = 89 nH 
 
From which we get  

Q of 2.6  
 
Peak overshoot of 2.0 volts 

Assume  
Positive going step 

Transition from 0 to 1 
VOH or Vstep of 3.7 V 

 
Remember 

Will have undershoot of same magnitude 
For negative going step 

Transition from 1 to 0 
 

For this circuit we can now compute the natural frequency 
This will be the frequency of the ringing 
 

ω

π

n

ring

LC

F
LC

=

=

1

1
2

 

 
Fring = 138 MHz 

 
 
EMI in Point to Point Wiring 

EMI is electromagnetic interference 
Wire wrapped (and printed circuit boards as well) 

Filled with current loops 
Large current loops carrying rapidly changing signals 
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Functions as very good transmitters  
 

 
Crosstalk in Point to Point Wiring 

When we have two adjacent signal paths - loops 
Current flow in one path - loop 

Induces electron flow – current – in the adjacent 
 

 
Consider the circuit in adjacent figure Loop A

Loop B

15 pf

15 pf

Represents two subcircuits within larger system 
 
 
Remember from our work in electromagnetics 

Current flowing in Loop A produces magnetic flux 
Some flux coupled into Loop B 

Induces an electron flow in Loop B 
Induced signal represents crosstalk or noise 

Coupling can be expressed as mutual inductance 
Can compute mutual inductance for this system 

 
Mutual inductance between two parallel wires given as 

Can get from any good handbook 
 

LM - Mutual inductance 
L - Inductance of single wire  

  From above 89 nH 
s - Separation of two wires 

  Assume 0.1 in 
h - Height above board (ground plane) 

Assume 0.2 in 
 

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+

= 2M

h
s1

1LL  

LM = 71 nH 

The voltage induced in second loop given by 

V L
di
dtM=  

di
dt

= maximum value in driving loop 
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For a step change in voltage in loop A we get 

dt
dvCi =  

 
Can differentiate to fine the max rate of change  

Then solve for the current at that point 
 

Can show max 
di
dt

in above load capacitor given by 

 

( )
di
dt

V

T
C

rise

=
152

2
. Δ

 

 
ΔV  - Voltage swing 

Assume 3.7 
 
Trise - Rise time 

Assume 4 ns 
 
C  - Load capacitance 

Assume 15 pF 
 

di
dt

= 5.3 x 106 A/sec 

Can now substitute into V L
di
dtM=  to get 

V= 374 mV 
 

Significant amount of voltage  
As we can see 

 
Remember 

VOH ≈ 3.7 v 
VOL ≈ 0.4 v 

 
Can effectively reduce EMI and crosstalk by  

Constraining the return current to small loops 
See also Graham and Johnson page 137 
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Modeling the Environment 
Now let’s examine transmission lines 

At high frequencies 
Transmission lines superior to ordinary point to point wiring 

 Less distortion 
 Less radiation (EMI) 
 Less crosstalk 

However transmission lines  
 Require more drive power 

 
Now consider modeling a section of the transmission line 

Seely page 223 
 
Pieces of the model 

• Transmission line is two parallel wires  
• Energy is stored in both an electric and magnetic field 

Magnetic field can be represented by series inductance 
Electric field can be represented by shunt capacitor 

• PCB trace not perfect conductor yields loss along path 
Represent by series resistance 

i

x

v v+Δv

i+Δi

Δi

Δx

Δv

+

• Dielectric material not infinite resistor  
Results in leakage through dielectric from trace to ground plane 
Represent by shunt conductance 
 

Note inductance and capacitance impedances 
Function of frequency 

All parameters are per unit length 
 

Let's look at a high level distributed model of a transmission line 
 
Can model incremental section as two-port device 

x -  distance co-ordinate measured from one end of the conductor 
Δx - increment of x co-ordinate 
v - potential at point x of conductor 
Δv - increment of potential over distance Δx 
i - current in conductor at point x 
Δi - increment of current between conductors 

Due to both conductive and capacitance effects in interval Δx 
 
For infinite transmission line  

Voltage at any point in ideal transmission line 
Perfectly delayed copy of input signal 

Delayed by the propagation delay of the line 
This is the inverse of the propagation or transmission velocity 
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Electrically we now have  

 
In our model 

Δv - arises from drops across the series resistance and inductance 
Δi - arises from leakage through shunt capacitance and conductance 

 
From above we can now write the following equations 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xvx)x(Cjxvx)x(Gxixixxi

xix)x(Ljxix)x(Rxvxvxxv
Δ−Δ−=Δ=−Δ+
Δ−Δ−=Δ=−Δ+

ω
ω )

 

 
Divide by Δx and let dx -> 0 

( )
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

d v x
dx

Ri x j Li x

d i x
dx

G v x j Cv x

= − −

= − −

ω

ω
 

 
Solving these for separate equations in v and i 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )

d v x
dx

R j L G j C v x

d i x
dx

R j L G j C i x

2

2

2

2

0

0

− + + =

− + + =

ω ω

ω ω
 

 
 
Solutions now become 

( )
( )
( )( )CjGLjR

eieixi

evevxv
x

2
x

1

x
2

x
1

ωω

γγ

γγ

++

+=

+=
+−

+−
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γ Called propagation constant  
 
v(x) expresses the voltage at any point along the transmission line 
 
Both current and voltage equations 

• Phasors 
• Reflect signals as function of x along signal path 

 
With a little bit of math 

Can write characteristic impedance of transmission line as 
 

CjG
LjR

I
V

0Z ω
ω

+
+==  

 
In limit as ω→∞ 

C
L

0Z →  

Giving a lossless transmission line 
 

Lossless Transmission Line 
If we assume a lossless transmission line  

From impedance point of view  
G will often be very small 

See Graham and Johnson page 140 for geometries 
 

Let R = G = 0 
 

Transmission line will be purely reactive 
Characteristic impedance once again becomes 
 

C
L

0Z =  

 
Propagation Velocity - inverse of propagation delay (delay per inch) 

Recall that delay depends upon dielectric constant of surrounding medium 
Propagation delay in ps/in given as 

LCp=τ  
Propagation velocity in in/ps given as 

LC
1

p =θ  
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Based upon assumption G=R=0 signal attenuation given as 
α = 0 

 
Transmission line now perfect delay line  

Vin 
t=length*τp

Vin 
t = 0 

 

With LCp =τ  

 
Finite Transmission Line 

Consider following circuit 

 
 
From Thevenin perspective of components 

Looking back into driver 
Have impedance ZS 

Looking into receiver 
Have impedance ZL 

 
We now have following model 
 

-I0

X=0 Phasor Voltages

+
ZS

VS

+
ZL

+I0

+(V0)-(V0)

+

- -

X=L

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From impedance perspective we have from  

 

Source to path to destination 
 
 
 
Since system is linear 

Using superposition of forward and backward signals 
Along path have incident and reflected waves 

−++= 0V0VV  
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V is a phasor voltage at any point along the line →|V|∟Ф 
−−+= 0I0II  

Note - the current has changed direction the voltage has not 
Voltage still remains potential between two conductors 

 
From Thevenin and Ohm 
 

We can express the characteristic impedance at any point along the line as 
 

−+

−+

−
+

=
00

00
0 II

VVZ  

 
Remember the voltages and currents are of the form  
 

( )
( ) xx

xx

eieixi

evevxv
γγ

γγ

+−

+−

+=

+=

21

21
 

 
If we let Vs be a sinusoid with frequency ω 
 

We then have V0 of forms 

( )
( )

V t

V t
0

0

+

−

−

+

sin

sin

ω φ

ω φ   

From Ohm 
Ratio of V/I at load end must equal ZL 

Using superposition of incident and reflected waves  
 
V at any point is –  
 

−+ += 00 VVV  
 
I at any point is 
 

−+ −= 00 III  
Thus we get 

V
I

V V
I I

ZL=
+
−

=
+ −

+ −
0 0

0 0
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Z
V V
V
Z

V
Z

L =
+

−

+ −

+ −
0 0

0

0

0

0

 

 
 
With a little bit of math we get 
 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+
−

==Γ +

−

0L

0L

0

0

ZZ
ZZ

V
V

 

 

waveincidentV

wavereflectedV

tcoefficienreflectionGamma

+

−
−Γ

0

0  

 
Rewriting we get 
 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+
−

= +−

0L

0L
00 ZZ

ZZVV  

 
We call Γ the reflection coefficient 
 

Observe 

V V0 0
− += Γ  

Gives measure of percent of incident signal reflected back 
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Boundary Conditions 
• High impedance device 

Load appears as open 
Open Line ZL = ∞ ⇒  −+ = 00 VV

Γ =
−
+

=
Z Z
Z Z

L

L

0

0
1 

• Low impedance device 
Load appears as short 
 
Shorted Line ZL = 0 ⇒  −+ −= 00 VV
 

Γ =
−
+

= −
Z Z
Z Z

L

L

0

0
1 

 
• Matched Line ZL = Z0 

Γ =
−
+

=
Z Z
Z Z

L

L

0

0
0  

 
• In general 

| Γ | ≤ 1 
 
Transient Input 

Let's now consider a step input into a simple system 
Looking from source into signal path 

Z0

ZS

VS

V1
 

Analysis 
Initial voltage divider between source impedance and 
line 

0ZsZ
0ZsV

1V +
=+  

Voltage travels down transmission line 
Reflects when hits load 
 

+− Γ= 1load1 VV  
 
Reflected wave travels back towards source 

V Vsource load2 1
− += Γ Γ  
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That is - we now have 

VV ZZ
ZZ

ZZ
ZZ

L

L

S

S +−

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+
−

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+
−

=
1

0

0

0

0
2  

 
Reflected wave re-reflects when it hits source 
Reflections die out because Γ < 1 

 
Eliminating Reflections – Termination Schemes 

Graham and Johnson pages 169-170 
Hall Hall McCall pages 32 - 36 
 
Addressing Reflections 

Reflections on transmission line 
Can have significant negative effect on performance in digital system 

To mitigate effects must find ways to control or eliminate them 
 
Basically three ways to attack problem 

• Decrease frequency of signal transmission 
Goal – to have reflections from one signal die out before next follows 
Typically not reasonable in high speed system 

• Shorten signal path 
Goal – reflections reach steady state more quickly 

• Terminate signal path with characteristic impedance of transmission line 
Goal – eliminate reflections 

 
Unterminated 

We consider a line to be unterminated 
When neither the source nor the load impedance  

Matches the characteristic impedance of the line 
 
Observe once again 

Even with LSI and VLSI circuits 
We have many boundaries where we can have such a mismatch 

 
Low Source Impedance - TTL/ ECL Drivers 

These devices have low source impedance 
Zs << Zo, and ZL = ∞ 
 

Signal  
• Leaves source 
• Travels down path 
• Reflects off load 
• Returns down path 
• Reflects off source 
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Gives reflection coefficient Γ approaching -1 
 

With a reflection coefficient of -1 
• Successive reflections are of opposite sign 
• Requires 2 round trips (4 traversals) 

Before successive signals have same polarity 
• Response to input signal oscillates as it damps out 
 

After single round trip  V1V2 − +=− 1 Round Trip delay

 
If rise time shorter than round trip delay 

Tline > Trise 
 
Have a distributed rather than lumped model 
 
Overshoot will be evident in output signal 
 
Overshoot can cause excessive current to flow in  

• Input protection diodes in most TTL / CMOS gates 
• Current returns through chip's ground pin 

Causes ground bounce between  
Internal ground reference 
Ground plane 

 
In extreme cases 

Can damage input protection circuitry 
 

High Source Impedance - CMOS Drivers 
 

These devices have high source impedance 
Zs  >> Zo, and ZL = ∞ 
 

1 Round Trip delay

V10ZLZ
0ZLZ

0ZSZ
0ZSZV2 +

+
−

+
−

=− ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

 

 
Gives Γ approaching +1 
 

With a reflection coefficient of 1 
• Successive reflections are of the same sign 
• Response to input signal builds up monotonically from successive 

reflections 
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Parallel Termination - End Terminated 
Graham and Johnson 220-230 

 
Consider infinite transmission line 

Observe signal transmitted down such a path 
Will never have reflections 

It’s infinitely long nothing to reflect off of 
Looking into input port 

See impedance Z0 

 
Now split such a transmission line into two parts  

Look into second part 
Still infinite transmission line 

Consequently will never have reflections 
Still see impedance Z0 

 
Replace second part of infinite line with impedance Z0 

Finite transmission line still looks like infinite transmission line 
Behaves like one too 

Will never have reflections 
Still see impedance Z0 

 
Observe transmission line of finite length 

Terminated with characteristic impedance 
Looks like infinite transmission line 
 

We can now see possible to eliminate reflections 
Terminating with impedance matching effective impedance of line 

 
When terminating resistance placed at receiving end of transmission line 

Called parallel termination 
 
Goal 

• ZS = 0, ZL = Z0 
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With parallel termination we have basic case 
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• With ZL = Z0 we eliminate the first reflection at destination 

Thus no reflection off source  
• Full amplitude input waveform down line 
• Reflections damped by terminating resistor 
• Non-zero static power dissipation 

 
 

Implementation 

 

We’ll look at two schemes 
• Biased termination 
• Split termination 

 
Biased Terminations 

With biased termination 
Goal is to ensure device spends half time in each state 

No DC power dissipation 
 

Give voltage across cap as  

2
V

2
VOLVOHVC

Δ
=

−
=  

From which we get a power dissipation of   
 

( ) ( )
Z4 0

V
2

Z0
2
ΔV 2

P 0R
Δ

==  

 
 
Using following model  
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The time constant rise and fall time for the signals becomes 

CZ2 0=τ  
Note that C is going to the parallel combination of C0 and parasitics 

 
Split Termination 

Common implementation 
 

Implement termination as split resistor shown here 

Split
Termination

R1

R2

VCC

Z0 Z0= R1|| R2

parasitic

R1

R2

VCC

 
Looking into output we compute  

 

Z0
21

21
th RR

RRR =
+

=  

V V
R

R Rth cc=
+

2

1 2
 

For the split termination we get a power dissipation of   
 

( )
Z02

V
2

P 0R
Δ

=  

 
Looking into load with R1 and R2 = 2 Z0 

The time constant rise and fall time for the signals becomes 
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+VS R1 R2 C R1 R2 C



 
CZ0=τ  

 
In this case C is the parasitic capacitance 

 
Often cannot match line impedance exactly 
 
Resulting reflections affect receiver's noise margin 

May be acceptable 
 

When selecting R1 and R2 we must adhere to the following constraints 
1. The parallel combination of the two resistors must equal Z0 
2. We must not exceed IOHmax or IOLmax 

 

I maxOHR2
VSSVOH

R1
VOHVCC <

−
−

−
 

 
 
 
 

I maxOLR2
VSSVOL

R1
VOLVCC <

−
−

−
 

 
 

Series Termination - Source Terminated 
 

Another commonly used scheme for line termination is called  
Source terminated 
 

Termination  
Placed on driving rather than receiving end 
Series rather than parallel 

Rs

C

 
 
Goal 

RS + driver output impedance = Z0,  
RL = ∞ 
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With series termination we get 

• Half amplitude input waveform 
• Reflections at load creates full magnitude 
• Reflections damped at source 
• No Static power dissipation 
• Half the rise time of parallel termination  
 

 

( ) 1
0ZLZ
0ZLZ

ZL
Load +=

+
−

∞=
=Γ  

 
With reflection coefficient of +1 off load 

Reflected signal adds to incident 
 

( ) 0
0ZSZ
0ZSZ

0ZRs
Source =

+
−

=
=Γ  

 
Therefore the signal reflects off the destination  

With no second reflection off source 
 
Outgoing signal + the reflected signal  

Bring signal to full strength 
 

 0.5 Vs

Vs 0.5 VsZ0

+

Z0  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Select Rs – the termination 

 
 

Z0 - ZOH < Rs < ZO - ZOL 

 
ZOH and ZOL values for specific part 

 
From the data sheets for the individual logic families 
 

We compute the output impedances as follows 
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Iout
VoutZOutput=   thus for HCI 

 

Ω=== 37
mA0.4
vDC15.0

IOL
VOLZOL typical 

 
ZOL = 37 typ - 83 max 
ZOH = 45 typ - 165 max 

 
 

Strengths 
Has low power consumption between transients 
Can be implemented with one resistor 

 
Weaknesses 

Degrades edge rate more per unit of capacitive load 
Requires transmission round trip delay to achieve full step level 

 
Diode Clamping 

Diode turns on at 0.6 to 1 V limiting reflections 
May not respond fast enough 
Should look familiar as IC input circuit 
 

 
 
 

 
Differential Signaling 

In contrast to single-ended signaling 
Differential signaling uses two wires to send signal rather than one 
 

Analysis of PCB environment developed for single-ended signal  
Applies to differential signaling as well 
 

Main advantage of differential signaling 
Superior noise immunity 
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Environment 

Differential signaling environment appears as in accompanying diagram 

+ +
- -

 
Receiver sees voltage difference  

Between two transmission lines in differential pair 
 

As consequence 
Can reject such common mode signals as 

Crosstalk 
Certain kinds of switching noise 
Power supply noise 
 

Inherent noise immunity and high gain 
Reduce sensitivity to signal attenuation 

Permits lower signal levels 
 
Approach  

Improves switching speeds 
Reduces power dissipation 
Reduces net magnetic flux 

Fields radiated by opposite polarity signals 
Cancel out reducing far-field EMI 
 

Signal Integrity – A First Look 
In digital world 

Typical view of digital signal is synchronous of asynchronous 
Temporal series of discrete binary values  
Such a sequence most commonly expressed by voltage waveform 

 
In reality digital signals are essentially analog in nature 

Such signals subject to effects and vagaries of real world 
 
Quality or integrity of signal expresses  

Measure of how faithfully received signal 
Represents transmitted signal 

Time 
Frequency 
Amplitude 

 
When signal sent from source to destination 

It can / will be degraded by  
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Noise 
Both internal and external to system 

Distortion  
In time and level 

Loss 
Reduction in amplitude  

 
 

Let’s introduce some of terminology used to characterize signal quality 
 

Terminology 
Noise 

Signal at receiver algebraic sum of 
Signal from source  
Unintended or unwanted signals  

Arising from inside or outside of system 
 
Unintended or unwanted signals  

Classified as noise 
 

Primary effect of noise is to alter signal amplitude 
 
Crosstalk 

A kind of noise  
Electromagnetically coupled into primary signal path from 

Surrounding environment 
Foreign signal paths in close proximity 
Signal sources outside system 

Radio, television, cell phones, motors, etc. 
 
Attenuation or loss 

Reduction in signal amplitude arising from 
Coupling of opposite polarity signals 
Leakage through parasitic capacitive or inductive paths 
 

 
Jitter 

Temporal corruption of signal 
Short term variation in time of signaling edges from ideal position 

From reference such as clock 
Period jitter  

For clock or periodic timing reference 
Variation in period from ideal 

Cycle to cycle jitter 
Variation period between two consecutive cycles 

nth-cycle jitter 
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Variation in period over n cycles 
 
Aperture time 

Duration during which received signal can be reliably sampled by receiver 
 
Aperture time must fall within setup and hold window 

Violation of setup or hold times can lead to 
Metastability    
Missed data 
 

 
Reflection 

When signal leaves source  
It travels down signal path until it reaches the receiver 

Under certain circumstances at receiver 
Portion of signal’s energy returned back toward source 
Portion absorbed in load 

 
Returned portion called reflection 
 
Metaphorical example 

Consider swimming pool filled with water 
On one end of pool produce wave  

Let wave travel down length of pool to opposite end 
 
When wave reaches opposite end 

Some energy absorbed and smaller wave returns to original side 
 

Process repeated until all energy absorbed 
 
Ground Bounce 

In electrical circuit 
Current flows in closed path 

From source through components  
Returning via ground path to source 
 

Ground path does not have zero impedance 
Ohm’s law states 

Current through impedance yields voltage 
Proportional to product of current and impedance 

When device switches sufficiently high current can be sent to ground  
Can produce transient that can raise level of local ground 

With local reference disturbed 
Device can go into metastable state 
 

Transmitter Output Timing Jitter 
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Measure of uncertainty with respect to transmitting data at given time 
Accompanying diagram illustrates ideal case 

tcycle

tcycle/2

Clock

Data

 
Sampling clock edge positioned at data bit center 

Maximizes sampling window at receiver 
   

 
Signals in the Ideal World 

First examine signal waveform shape in ideal world 
 

Signal in digital system with ideal signal quality or integrity 
• In ideal world 

Rise and fall times = 0 
No ringing  

Over or undershoot 
 
• In ideal real-world 

Rise and fall times  
Short but not = 0 

No ringing  
No over or undershoot 
No edge distortion 
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Signals and the Non-Ideal World 
Design of digital and embedded systems  

Lives in non-ideal world 
 
Have identified ideal signals   

Now examine several basic metrics used  
To characterize signals in non-ideal – real world 

Signals used in design of high-speed digital system 
 

Begin by identifying several basic metrics 
 
Violation of such metrics refers to 

Waveform distortion severe enough to 
Violate timing requirements 
Physically damage or destroy input circuitry on receiving device 

 
Signal Integrity Metrics 

Hall Hall McCall 209 
 
Begin with three basic metrics defined as 

• Ringback  
Amount of signal voltage that rings back  

Into threshold region of receiving device 
 
Primary effect 

Delay in signal being recognized and enabling 
device to switch 

Device in indeterminate state for extended time 
Can significantly increase skew between signals 
Could potentially generate false outputs from receiving device 
 

• Nonmonotonic Edges 
Arise when signal edge deviates from linear behavior 

Through threshold region 
 
Caused by  

Stubs on longer traces of multidrop bus 
Main bus indicated by horizontal trace 

Stub branches off main bus to another 
module 

Indicated by horizontal trace 
 
Reflections off such a module 

Can destructively interfere with signals on main bus 
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• Return path discontinuities – ground gap in reference plane 
 

 Top trace fragment  
Return current indicated by dashed line 

Flows under signal trace 
 

 Bottom trace fragment 
Gap in copper in ground plane  
 
Signal goes over gap in ground plane 
Return current indicated by dashed line  

Flows around gap in ground plane 
 

• Overshoot or Undershoot 
Excessive overshoot or undershoot  

 Can damage input circuitry on 
receiving device 

Damage or punch through gate 
oxide 

 Couple into power system through input protection diodes 
 Potentially an affect or delay output switching 

 
Other Considerations 

Today must focus increased attention on 
• Transmission lines and transmission line effects 
• I/O capacitance 
• Conduction path inductance 
• Impedance mismatches 

Silicon to lead frame to pin to trace 
Trace to pin to lead frame to silicon 
Inner layer variations 

• Signal routing  
Trace length, impedance, signal propagation velocity 

• Signal termination schemes and values 
• Receiver setup and hold times 
• Power distribution and grounding schemes 

 
Things to consider 

 Rise and fall times 
 Clock to Q times 
 Setup and hold times 
 Propagation delay down the trace from source to destination 
 Signal skew 
 Path discontinuities 
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Examining the Environment 
With many excellent hardware and software tools available today 
Beyond current scope to go into each in detail 
 
Simulation at different levels of granularity  

Can be quite effective 
Coarse grain 

Tools such as Verilog or VHDL 
Looking at path and device delays 

Simulators 
 

Fine grain 
PSPICE 
S-Parameters 

Behavioural model 
Describe how precision waveforms scatter from ends of interconnect 

 
Test Equipment 

Time Domain Reflectometer – TDR 
Measures reflections resulting from  

Signal traveling through transmission environment 
Vector network analyzer – VNA 

Measures network parameters of networks 
Commonly measure s-parameters 

Frequency domain scatter parameters of two port networks 
One familiar device - oscilloscope remains potent weapon 

In battle to ensure and preserve signal integrity 
 

 
The Eye Diagram 

Digital signal travels difficult path from transmitter to receiver 
As noted signal’s integrity affected by 

External sources 
PCB traces 
Connectors 
Cables 

Internal sources 
Crosstalk from adjacent  

IC pins  
PCB traces 
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Eye diagram common indicator of signal quality  
In high-speed digital transmission 
Derives its name from diagram shape 

Resembles eye shaped pattern 
Gives quick view  

Into system performance and issues leading to errors 
 
Generating the Eye Diagram 

Eye diagram generated by overlaying  
Sweeps of different segments of long data stream 

Triggering edge not important 
Displayed pulse transitions may go either way 

Positive and negative going pulses superimposed on each other 
Yields open eye shaped pattern 
 

 
Properly constructed diagram 

Should contain every possible bit sequence 
Patterns of alternating 0’s and 1’s 
Isolated 1’s after long run of 0’s and vice versa 
Other patterns that might signal design weaknesses  
 

Objective of generating eye diagram 
Gain insight into nature of signaling imperfections 

That can lead to errors in interpreting data bit at receiver 
 

In working with scope and scope probe 
Important to determine where to place probe 

To generate useful eye diagram 
To aide in identifying source of problems 

Must recognize probe placement and grounding 
Can affect signals being measured 

Can get differing display based upon placement 
 

 
In ideal signaling world 

Eye diagram looks like rectangular box 
 
In real-world 

Signaling imperfect 
Transmissions and communication imperfect 

Transitions do not align perfectly 
Shape of diagram depends upon 

Triggering 
Clock based 
Divided clock 
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Pattern trigger 
Signal timing and amplitude 

Can cause eye opening to decrease 
 

Consider three bit signaling sequence 
Transmit and capture eight 3 bit patterns 
 
Diagram appears as 

 
Interpreting the Eye Diagram 

Diagram contains large amount of parametric information 
Will not reflect 

Logic errors 
Protocol problems 
Wrong bit sent 

Will show 
If logic 1 sufficiently distorted to be interpreted as logic 0 
 

Characterizing diagram – examine basic metrics identified earlier 
Rise and fall times 
Jitter at middle of signal crossing point 
Over and undershoot 

jitter

Distortion 
Set by signal-to-noise ratio

Signal-to-noise ratio
At sampling point

Best time to sample
Most open part of eye
Best signal-to-noise ratio

Slope indicates sensitivity to timing error

Smaller is better

Time variation at signal crossing
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Considering eye diagram above 
Can give some important information 

 
Provides instant graphic view of data 

Engineer can use to  
 Check signal integrity of design 
 Identify problems early in design cycle 

Used in conjunction with bit error rate and other measures 
Can help to  

 Predict performance 
 Identify sources of problems 

Examining 
• See best place to sample signal 
• Indicate signal to noise ratio at sampling point 
• Indicate amount of jitter and distortion 
• Show time variation at signal crossing 

Measure of jitter 
 

Next eye diagram illustrates aperture time for logic 1 input 

Aperture time

tsu th

Vin
VIH

Voltages VIH and Vin 
Specify the minimum and typical high level input signal levels 

Times tSU and tHOLD  
Specify the setup and hold times for an input signal 

Light filled box  
Width sets setup and hold times  
Height sets valid input voltage levels 

Gray filled box 
Must be inside and smaller that light filled box 
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Back of the Envelope Examination 
Hall, Hall, McCall 

Problem accepted – what’s next 
 
Examine signals involved in design 

Provides starting point for analysis 
 

• Identify and classify signals  
Source synchronous 
Common clock 
Controls 
Clocks 
Other special category 
 

• Determine best estimates of system variable values 
Mean values 
Estimated maximum variations 

 
Example variables 

I/O capacitance 
Trace length, prop velocity, impedance 
Inner layer impedance variations 
Buffer drive capability and edge change rates 
Termination impedances 
Receiver setup and hold times 
Interconnect skew specs 

 
Routing and Topology 

Signal routing and associated net topology  
Can have significant impact on system signal integrity 

Key qualifier of such topology 
Symmetry  

Ensure topology appears symmetric from driver’s perspective 
Length and loading  

Identical for each let in net 
Impedance discontinuities at junctions minimized 
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Topology Alternatives 
Several common topologies identified 

 
Module 0 Module 1

• Point to point 
Simple and commonly used layout option 
Concerns 

Min and max line lengths 
Match line lengths in same signal group 
 

Module 0

Module 1

Module 2

• Heavy point to point 
Concerns 

Min and max line lengths 
Match line lengths in same signal group 
Keep stubs off main interconnect short 

 
• T configuration 

Module 0 usually driver 
Concerns 

Min and max line lengths 
Match line lengths in same signal group 
Keep stubs off main interconnect symmetric 

If T legs equal length 
Module 0 driving sees ½ characteristic impedance 
 
One technique used 

Make impedance of T legs twice that of impedance at 
Module 0 

Eliminates impedance discontinuity  
Else not balanced if Module 1 or 2 driving  

Will lead to reflections 
 

Module 0

Module 1

Module 2

• Star configuration 
Concerns 

Topology inherently unstable 
Critical that  

Signal delay in each path identical 
Load in each leg same 

Match line lengths  
Electrical and physical 
 

• Daisy chain 
Common topology for multidrop busses 
Concerns 

Stubs usually necessary to connect secondary 
modules to main buss 
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Stubs capacitively load main buss thereby lower effective 
characteristic impedance 
 

Summary 
 
In this lesson we  

 Identified some of the issues associated with high-speed digital signaling and 
signal quality. 

 Examined the high-speed signaling environment relative to the PCB. 
 Analyzed and modeled the signaling environment. 
 Identified signal path termination schemes to mitigate signal quality / integrity 

issues. 
 Introduced and examine the differential signaling environment. 
 Introduced some of the signal integrity vocabulary and metrics. 
 Introduced and discuss the eye diagram as a tool for examining signal quality. 
 Identified the strengths, weaknesses and concerns with several common layout 

topologies. 
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